TOLT RIVER: SETTING THE STAGE FOR PROCESS-BASED RESTORATION THROUGH LONG-TERM, STRATEGIC ACQUISITION
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Map showing the Lower 6 River Miles with marked river reaches and landmarks.
Valley Reach

- Dynamic river processes:
  - channel migration
  - avulsion
  - landslides
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Acquisition Trends

- Recent changes in acquisition drivers
- King County expenditures since 2008:
  - Habitat restoration = $2.7M
  - Flood risk reduction = $8.6M
Example 1: San Souci
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77% public ownership
Example 2: Tolt 1.1 / Frew
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63% public ownership
Key Messages

• Goals for flood risk reduction and habitat restoration line up
• Combining flood and habitat resources gets you farther
• Large scale restoration requires acquisition of extensive real estate over long time scale
• So buy early, buy often!!
Thank you funders!